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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to examine the factor

' structure stability of the Student Evaluation of College Teaching
'Behaviors (SECTB), a 60-item, low inference type Of student rating
instrument designed to assess college teaching.behaviors. While the
original factor structure vas based on the response's cif both,faculty
and students, including b h undergraudate and graduate students
across several subject mat er fields, the current study focused on
1116 primarily mile (745) freshmen (66%) in one subject matter .field
jmithematics). Only one factor (currency of knowledge) held up
without much change. The results tend to indicate that factor
analyses should be obtained for the SECTB and siailar low inference'
'item type instruments for each instructional unit and subjeft matt#r
area within a college. (Author)
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Abstract

The purpose of ttlis study Was to-examine theLf1Ctoi:.structure stability of

the Student Evaluation of College Teaching Behaviors (SECTBT,fa 60.item, loW

inference typp of-student ratiwinstrument'designed to assess--t-tollege teaching,

behaviors.- While the original factor structure was based dn the résionses of
,

'both faculty and stud nts, including both undergraduate and graduate students

across several subject Matter fields, the current study focussed on 111..6 primarily

male (74%) freshmen (66%) in one subject matter field (mathematics). Only one

factor (currency of knowledge) held up without much change. The results tendi-

to indicate that factor analyses should be obtained for the SEAT and similar

low inference item type instruments for each instructional unit and subject

matter area within a.college.
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_ Student Evaluation of gollege Teaching Behaviors

(SECTB) Instrument: f 4 Investigation of Factor
:. .Struc 40 Stability

The systematic use of, StudenT evaluations of college teaching has
iricreased dramatically inirecenth4ars. Austin,and Lee in 1967 reported
only-12.4% of 1100 college:anc(uAiversities using systematic students
ratings in all or Most departmen0. Creager (1973), in his study of 669
institutions six years later,'fOund 64.3% using them. One result has
been a plethora of studentirating forms. Many,perhaps most, of them ask
_the student to make somewliat global assessments of his ingtructor's
characteristics. That is.;,mostlinstruments contain high inference type.
itef such' aS: "How well./ doe;the instructor seem'to know the subject?"
Al ough such instrumentS usuailly have Oe advantage of'short administra-
tion time due to.a small/ number of such items, they are often prone to
-tile problems of l'responsle set" and "halo effect."

The Student EValu4,tion Of College Teaching Behaviors (SECTB) was
deveroped-as an attempt td deal with the above-problems (Greenwood et.

,

al., 1973). It contai s. 60 low inference items that Sescrit4 specific
teaching behaviors, 1 cl/uding both negative and positive type behaViors
and.asks the-student o/Make a dichotomous Choice.as to whethei or not
the item describes-t ,AnStructor's teaching behavior. The student
marks. Only those'ite Si/that he considers to be relevant o the course
and the instruwtor: rf/

The SKTB was 4irjcaflY'derived from a large sgple of students,
.

,faculty and adminis Aug.'s, who were asked to describe the six character-
istics of the best worticollege'instructors they have known (Bridges
et al.', 1971), l31.ehaviorali.tems were then generated from the categories
of characteristics fktained. These were rated by faculty and students in
terms.oftheir rel ionship to good or bad college teaching, and examined
by a panel of jud Si for behavioral speCificity. A final, pool of 60
items survived antf, ore subtitted to factor analysis. Such high agreetent
was found tetween tudents and faculty when their responses were.factar
adhlyzed separat , that their responses were pooled into one composite
factor ahalysis tlqng eight factors. Table 1 summarizes the original
SECTB factor str? ture (Greenwood et al.,.1973).

. \

.

The purpose' f this study was to examine'the stability of'the SECTB
factor structur Theldriginal. factor structure was based on the,respohses
of both faculty =554) and students (n7328), including botligraduate and,
undergraduate s ents representing several subject matter fields. This
siudY focused o undergraduates in one ubject matter field at the same
large southeast university in'whicA th. original study was done.
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Mpthod

Sub:ects 0
,

.

.... ' .

,..

.Subjects Olite 1116undergraduates enrolled in 38:sections Of an under-
graduate analy4c geometry and calculus course during _the fall quarter of
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.1974. The students were mostly lower'division-(66% freshmen and r6%
sophomores) and male (74.%).

Data Collection

\
The SECTB was administered during the ninth week of a twelve week .

term. 1,Students were given the usual'assurances that instructors would see
group Bata only and then only'after the coursewas over and grades had
been turned in. The SECTB was administered by Specially trained faculty
and students over'a two-day period 'and course instructors were not present
at the time.

Analisis and Results

Factor analysis was perfOrmed using Gator"Education Librgry programs
EEL501 and EEL503 (Guertin and Bailey, 1970). In the-case.of the data
repqrted here,, nine factors were rotated using varimax rotation and the
customary,eigen'value threshold of 1.00.

,The rotated factor structure for the data is'shown in Table 2.
Considerable change in the factor structure is noted when Table 1,is
'compared with Table 2. Only one factor (Currency of Knowledge) seemed tq
hold up well, while the original Comnitment to Teaching and Evaluation
Tactors seemed to merge with items from some of the original factori.
(especially Rapport and Obsolescence of Presentation) and split into two
clusters each': The original Facilitation of Learning factor blended.intou
-the new Clarity and Organization and Instructor-Student Interaction facr,
tors. The original Voice Communication and Openness.factors were completely
subsumed by new clusters. New factor #8 (Early Comnunication of Assignments)
consists orbnly one item (#39) with a loading of 0.9121.

"- Factor I describes an instruCtor who is not committed to the students
he teaches. He not only complains about his.teaching assignment and -fails
to wepare himself for class, but he behaves in a dogmatic and negative man-
ner'toward students, comnunicating his lack of cortcern for them.

Factor II is descriptive of a well organized in4tor who plans
ahead, communicates his plans clearly, and presents the ubject matter in
a clear, understandable manner. He hasfrno problem in dealing with student .

questions.

a.

Factor III is indicative of 'an instructor who interacts effectively
with his students. He not only encourages student response in the classroom
thropgh a variety of stimulating behaviors but he aisb relates effectively
to Audents outside the classroom.

. Factor IV plesents.an ill-prep ed, unmotivated instructor somewhat'like-
the one described in FaCtor I. Howe er, this instructor seems more bored with -

teaching itself, pehaps due to non-t aching interests, and does not translate
his frustrations into dealing with hi students in such a negative manner.

Factor V ddgcribes an instructor who deals With his students'fairly as .

far asbvaluatioq procedures are concerned. .11e giffes students advance notice
of exams, returns evaldated work promptly, and is willwing to discuss and rec-
tify errors made.
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-Factor VI -presents behaviors related to communicating the means of ,

evaluation in -the course. The instructor effectively communicates the
_ _ _ _

-course- objectives- and by what" Means the- student ig -td: be ev- altiited to
'deiermine whether or not the objectives have been- met-. .Further, studentt"
are able to present their own opinions on objectives and evaluatibn proce--
'dures.

Factor VII is descriptive of an instructor-who not only has kept.
abreast of current publications, research, and.ideas in his.field but is
able to.r6latp the subject matter to perknial experiences..

,Factor VIII is a- one item factor that relates to the early assignMent
of such course requirements as reports and term papers.. Stddenis are told
of such work at the beginning of the course so that they-will clave adequate
ime,to work on it.

;

Factor IX presents instructor behaviors related to punctuality, no
only in coming to'class on iMe but also in keeping Outside of class ap-
pointments,: ,- . 71

. DisCussion

The purpose of this study was to exaMine the stability ofr'the factor
structure of an instrument with low inference type items when used with an
undergraduate (as opposed to a mixture of both graduate and undergraduate):
male (74%)-popluation in one subject matter field (mathematics as opposed
to-several subject matter fields). 'Only one factor (Currency of Knowledge)
held up without much change. These findings would seem to argue that if a
low inference type instrument is. to be used, factor analyses should be b-
tained rbr each stibject matter fielO'included in'a University's-student
rating program.

It may well be that certain disciplines, especiall in-the introductory
and basic courses, demand,highly Organized presentations of carefUlly defined
processes or factual_information. Mathematics, for instance, does possess a

, logical structure that malay.other areas do'not possess. .The SECTB factor
structure emerging from thiS study differed from the origingl.one in that it
seemed to place greater emphasis on instructor planning, organkzed presenta-
tion, and,clear and early communication of objectives, assignments,and
evaluation procedures. it-seemed to place less emphasis on such,variables,
as rapv.rt-and instructor openness. These two variables may be extremely.

.

imporfant in disciplines such as p14losophy and humanities in:which student
ideas, opinionS and interpretations are solicited. If factor analyses .

could be obtained lrom various fields and at various levels, if may be that
different variables could be identiffed as they relate tp the nature of
the discipline and the instructional mode the discipline demands.

An istue that might be'raised is whether or net'the factor structures
of high inference item instruments are more stable than those of low
inference item.instruMents. Obviously, res arch on this issue would be .

extremely helpful. However, low inference-1 struments would appear to have
reater usefulneSs as tools for instr'uctionail improvement and.perhaps.the

idea of developing separate factor,structur. s'for, each tibject matOr field
in a college isn't a bad one in any caslp. ollege administrators who use
student ratings as a basis for making j,6dgments about col egek teaching.-
effectivene would do'well to encoue research on fact r struqyre
stability ri 'along with research n-ihstrument reliab lity andlValidity:A
.A different s of factors may eme ge flOr each departm (and for each

4



subject matter area within each department) in a college. It may be found
that the 'uniform Use kof a student ratitg instrument throughout an entire ..

;college does nOt_Make.sense.

10.
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Item Loading .

12-:

,'. 38

54

56

)

2$

32

4(1:

48

59

8

_Table 1

. ,

Factor Arrays of Eight Varimax Factors

Statement

tor L: -F'acilitation of Learning

,

.616

.630

. :349

(334

Presented obsolete material

.
..

*Gave,organized answers to complicated questions in class
.

to express opiniOns which differed-from,

. .562 ....

1. -

. . .558 , Permitted- students
t

e.
his/hpr own ..) .1 .

.26 EnCouraged students to Ak qUesiions. .

,

: .424- -... Utilized bkground of students to aidlip
A

. - .

.. f
. ,

.570 Encouraged clrss discussions
'

-Dealt with student difficulties before they arose

".509 . Explained the reasOns for his/he criticism

-

Deliverod orderly, logical- presenta ons of the material
. .

Facfbr II: 06solescenee of Presentation .4
1,.,.. % .

. .

.510 Would not deal with quptions covering materfal beyond text

.524 ested primarily for isoliked and4or obscure details
,

-

j.,

.352

.,g.
-.564, Frequently read a oud.from the tqxtbook

.. ,..

, ,..

..327 Presented facts without relating them to one another,
.' ... 4 .

Class resenidtions were primarily reiterates of textbook

Rea Oxtensively from his/her lecturecnotesj

Lackedknowledge of subject being presentee

Presented. irrelevant' material-during lectures

Factor III: 'Cbmmitment to Teaching
. .

class activities

. ,

:328 Missed cOss often'dile to non-teiChing resnonsibilities

.475 Permitted students to disrupt clasroom activitres

4.
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Factor III: Commitment to Teachila; (cont_.7

-Loading Statetent

'-.503

42 -.386. ,Remained unriff1éd by siudent's questions

44 :345- ained aout his/her teaching assignment

Spoke. with poise

45 .607 Was Iate-to- lass

57 , Came-to appointments on time

f'

. -

59 .327 -. Presented irreleyant material during lectures

Factors IVN Eva.1uation '
.:

\
lik t,,

2 . 7.405 Told students What was..expected of them-
.. .

10. -.341

15 .545.

Tested pritharily for isolated and/or obscure-details
v.

Explained how gr ading was done

16 ^.310 'provided feedback on student work prompt y

33 .330 Estabiished.and kept'office hours'for individual conferences

Q.,

34 .639

37 1\349 Gave clear,. reasohable assignments

` 39 ,.492 Informed-students of reports, term papers at the beginning
of the cdurse'I. .

43 .382 Stated course objectiwes
\

53 C.. .734 Stated basis by which grades were determined
t

.55
.

:608 ' Announced exams in advance
40-

Gave tests which c9uld be cOmpleted within)the-tflotted time

4.

4 .634-

AI 799

r

5

Factor V": Voice COmmunicati4n-

Changed pitch, volume.or qualify of speech

.

(Could be heard dn all partsof the classroc4)

Spoke distinctly

FaCtor VI: Openness

24 ,.410 LiStened to student's problems

29

31'

.550 Admitted .being. wrong When shown he she was-in erpor,

.487 Laughed at his/her own mistakes

1-0

-,
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Loading :.

- 337

,550

13 .685

14 .540.-

19 .318

41 ., .383

43 .378

17 -,391

,

20 I..478

22 .538

24 .340-

26 - -.451

33 .349

47 -.358

, .

/- 19 :.
.429

60 .429,

.

Statement ,

.FaCtor VI Currency.of Knowledge

Would not,deal,with questions covering material beyond text
, ,

Dealt with quegtions covering material beyond text

Introduced new ideas and/or research findings in class

Gave rekerences. to current publi6i,ions

Presented material as an extension of'the texi

-Asked challenging and/or.probing queStions-

Stated coursse objectives
,

7. .

Factor VIII-:.Rapport

Ridiculed students in frpnt of class ,
...; .

.

.
,

;

Students could understand professbT's vocnbularY
.

Students could understand Class presentation

Liitened to student's,problems (J
Ignored student questions .

"
., ---

Established and.kept office.hours Tor individual.cOnferences... ,

Insis'te ' At.his/her opinions werp the only correct .Ones"

.

Permitt
... tudents to complete thoug1 processes._

Evaluated eac4 student as an individ

4V

*.

1 1
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Item ,

_

Loading :Staement

Table 2

Factor. Arrays of Nino Varimax Factors
1 ........

J

Factor I: Lack of Commitment to Students

44 0.7627 Complained about his teaching assignmer.t.
-....,

_

,

47 0.7325 Insisted,that his opinions were the only_correct ones
. . ,

.

. .. .

35 0.7243: Accepted and/or used,inacprate information
,

25 0.7009 Pressnted obsolete material .N
23 . 0.6708- nalized stvdd.nts far diSagreeing with tedchet

-

17 ° - 0.6443 idiculed students in front of class

-26'
, 1

0.6386

5-9 0.6152

32. 0.5577

-0.5134

1 -0.4283

Ignored student questions

.Preented irrelevant material during lectures

.Frequently read a oud frome177;extbook

Permitted students to disrupt classroom .actiyitie

-Admitted lack of knowledge

II; Clarity and Organization

tm

22 0.6848 Studeflts could lderstand class presentation,

,

56 0.6689 Delivered orderlyAlogical presentations of the matetial
-.,

21 ; 0:6116 .Spoke with poiser
..

-,

3 0.5844 Gave organized answers to complicated questiops in '04$4t. . ,. .

50 ' 0.5687 Spoke distinctly - ,5 :. ' ,,, ;= ,

k
200; 0.5439 Students could understand professor's voeabularyj

A
...N't ;,.:'. .

.

, ,fif..

1

42- . 0.4612 Remained unrUffled by student!s quAtions.
,/

37 0.4584 Gave Clear, reasAable assignq6ts.
,

7 r711" ,/:,. 0 ' *7.
7''',i4.''1' :11 '' b'

1. i .*: i '
!

27 .0,4335 Dealt with Studen't diffiCulties'before they arose iitj;,1,,,,..

....

'./
-..-. t. %

.

.

. 2 0.3677 Tow vtuderits
i..

what he exPected'oPthem." .

34\- 0.3532 Gave tests Which toufdibe C4pleted with the .alloted time. -

,

. 7
4



Item Loading

18 0.501§

51% 0.5006

0.4638

0.4624-

0.4529

0.390

4 03308

46 0.3059

7

52

38

36

28

48

10

49

60

31

58

0.5291

0.262

-0.4642

0.4163

0.4083

0.3824

0.3785

-0.3652.

-0.3087

-0.30ii

0.3007

55 0.6748

29 0.6084

33 0.4336

16 0.3564

JAO

Statement

Factor III: Instructor StudentkInteraction

Could be heard in all parts of classroom

Encouraged class discussion

ExWained theiVeasons,jor his,criticigms

Asked challenging arid/or probing questiOns

Tplked with'srudents wide of class

EncOursged students Vo ask questions
. ,

Listened to student's problems

Changed pitch, Volume or quality of sfieedi

.

Lead stgdents to answer emn,questions

Factor IV: Lack of Commitment-to Teaching

V .

Missed class often due to non-teaching responsiblities

k. Lacked knowledge of subject being Presented
* 4

Utilized background 'of students to aid.in activities
es.

Presented facts without relating them to one another

Showed boredom for teaching this class

Read extensively from his lectur4 e notes

Tested primarily for isolated and/or obseure detail

Permitted students to complete thought processes

Evaluated each student as an individual

Laughed at his own mistakes

Made no comment (oral or written) on returned papers

Factor V: Fairness of Evaluation Procedures

Announced exams in advance

AdMitted being wrong when shown he was in error

Estdblished and kept office hours, for individual conferences

Provided feedback on student work promptly

13,



Item ading Statement

Factor VI: Communication of Evaluation Procedures

il
IS 0.6870 Explained how grading was dose '

. ,

53 0.6624. ... Stated basis by which grades were determined
s.%

43 0.4499 Stated course objectives

ich differed9' .,<\0.3552

:OP

Permitted students to express opinion's
ftem his own '

Factor VII: Currency or Knowledge
, .

0-5954 Gave references,to current pdblications .

r-
13 . 0.5885 Introliced new ideas-and/or research:findings in class

11 0.5495 Dealt with questions covering material beyond text

. . 5 . -0.4061 Would pot deal with questions covering material beyond.text

6- 0.4061 .-Gafled,often upon relevant personal experiences in
teaching subject. 1 $

,1

Factor VIII: Early Communication of Assi4nments
.

-

39 *0.9121 Informed students of reports and-term papers at the
. beginning of the course '

. 40 /.

f ' Pactor IX: Punctuality

57 0.7467 Came to class and appointments on time

45 ,0.7364 Was late\to class

4
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